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New Vessel Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
Killing the Second Dog, Marek Hlasko, Lesley Chamberlain,
Tomasz Mirkowicz, "Hlasko's story comes off the page at you
like a pit bull."--The Washington Post "His writing is taut and
psychologically nuanced like that of the great dime-store
novelist Georges Simenon, his novelistic world as profane as
Isaac Babel's."--Wall Street Journal "Spokesman for those who
were angry and beat .turbulent, temperamental, and tortured."-The New York Times "A must-read .piercing and compelling."-Kirkus Reviews "A self-taught writer with an uncanny gift for
narrative and dialogue."--Roman Polanski "Marek Hlasko .lived
through what he wrote and died of an overdose of solitude and
not enough love."-- Jerzy Kosinski, author of The Painted Bird
and Being There "A glittering black comedy .that is equally
entertaining and wrenching." -- Publishers Weekly "The idol of
Poland's young generation in 1956." -- Czeslaw Milosz, 1980
Nobel Prize in Literature Robert and Jacob are down-and-out
Polish con men living in Israel in the 1960s. They're planning to
run a scam on an American widow visiting the country. Robert,
who masterminds the scheme, and Jacob, who acts it out, are
tough, desperate men, adrift in the nasty underworld of Tel Aviv.
Robert...
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R eviews
Excellent electronic book and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am
very easily can get a delight of studying a written book.
-- Ana sta cio K r eig er DDS
This ebook is amazing. It typically will not price excessive. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i recommended this
publication to learn.
-- R hoda Leffler
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